Validity of establishing pediatric reference intervals based on hospital patient data: a comparison of the modified Hoffmann approach to CALIPER reference intervals obtained in healthy children.
To compare pediatric reference intervals calculated using hospital-based patient data with those calculated using samples collected from healthy children in the community as part of the CALIPER study. Hospital-based data for 13 analytes (calcium, phosphate, iron, ALP, cholesterol, triglycerides, creatinine, direct bilirubin, total bilirubin, ALT, AST, albumin and magnesium), measured on the Vitros 5600, collected between 2007 and 2011 were obtained. The data for each analyte were partitioned by age and gender as previously defined by the CALIPER study. Outliers in each partition were removed using the Tukey method. The cumulative distribution function (cdf) was then determined for each analyte value following which, the inverse cdf values of a standard Gaussian distribution were calculated. The analyte values were plotted against the inverse cdf of the standard Gaussian distribution. Piece-wise regression determined the linear portion of the resulting graph using the statistical software R. Linear regression determined an equation for the linear portion in each partition and reference intervals were calculated by extrapolating to identify the 2.5th and 97.5th centiles in each partition based on the inverse cdf values (which would correspond to the values -1.96 and 1.96 of the Gaussian distribution). Using the 90% confidence intervals for the reference intervals defined by CALIPER and the Reference Change Value (RCV) as the criteria, these calculated reference intervals were compared to those reported previously by CALIPER. Reference samples were also measured on the Vitros 5600 analyzer in an attempt to validate the calculated reference intervals. In general, the reference intervals calculated from hospital-based data were generally wider than those calculated by CALIPER. None of the reference intervals calculated using the Hoffmann approach fell completely within the 90% confidence intervals calculated by CALIPER. These results suggest that calculating pediatric reference intervals from hospital-based data may be useful, as a guide, in some cases but will likely not replace the need to establish reference intervals in healthy pediatric populations.